Efficiency of triple test cross for detecting epistasis with marker information.
The triple test cross (TTC) is an experimental design for detecting epistasis and estimating the components of genetic variance for quantitative traits. In this paper, we extend the analysis to include molecular information. The statistical power of the mating design was assessed under a model assuming that a finite number of loci affect the trait in question. Formulae are developed for the analysis with or without marker information relating to the recombination fraction between loci, the genetical properties of quantitative trait controlled by the quantitative trait loci (QTL), the linkage phases of the parents and population size. Application of these formulae showed that the recombination fraction between genes and the magnitude and the types of epistasis have important interactions in their effects on power. The results demonstrate that the TTC may have increased power to detect epistasis when marker information is present. However, the simulation experiments show that the standard deviation of the estimated expected mean square was higher with one marker than that with two, whereas the corresponding value without marker information was the lowest. In addition, we demonstrate that the relative position of QTL and markers and the number of markers can both affect the power of epistatic detection.